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Fiesta Celebrates Springtime
In Music and Many Cultures
Mh:haeUe "yers
Springtime and Fie&ta
celebrations go hand in hand in
New Mexico and both ;Ire finally
here as Fiesta 1982 begins today at
noon.
Mariachis and puppets will lead
the opening proces·sion from the
Mall to Upper Johnson Field where
a benediction will be said; and
opening comments will be made by
Vice-President Marvin "Swede"
Johnson, After a ribbon cutting
ceremony and a puppet show
entitled "Death's Nose," the UNM
Jazz Band I will perform from 1:00
p.m. to 1:45 p.m.
Guitar player/ singer and SUB
Talent Show winner, Karen Pogam
will perform until 2: IS p.m. when
the gn>up "Good Times" takes
over to ease audiences into the
afternoon with Latin music.
Ivan Rane will pick up the tempo
from 3:15 p.m. to 3:45 p.m. with
contemporary Spanish and jazz
renditions, with Linda Cott()n and

"Streetlife'' ·performing until 4:45
p.m. to keep the jazz line running
strong.
Contemporary/popular guitarist
Alan Washington and new wave
group ''The Visitors" will perform
through the dinner hour, 4;45 p.m.
to 6:15p.m.
Guitarist Stan Reed Hirsch and
rock group "Wet Sox" will perform until 8:00 p.m., when the
theme of the Fiesta "A celebration
in every language" takes on its full
meaning at the Multi-Cultural Art
Show Reception to be held in the
Casa Del Sol restaurant at the SUB.
Refreshments will be served and
live entertainment will be provided
by Richard Hanneman, Anthony
Herrera and M;1rvin Ratchford
until tO p.m.

it is because we put a lot of effort
into it and for some reason just the
right people came together· on the
committee,'' he said.

For Ray Garcia, fiesta committee
chairman, today's opening is the
crystallization of months of work.
"This is seven months oft work
all behind us. If this turns out well

Garcia said that this fiesta is
unique in that its music food and
entertainment are not directed
solely at Chicanos, but has a more
multi-cultural feeling,
"This year's theme is not
Chicano, or Anglo, or Black,
We've got every type of music from
classical, to Japanese ,to reggae and
rock. We offered vending booths to
every organization that signed the
sheet we sent around, this year we
have 34. This is the first year that
Fiesta T-shirts are being sold.
Everything is unique," said Garcia.
The fiesta was started iri 194M by
the student body, with food and
booths handled by the fraternities
and sororities on campus. This year
marks the first time in five years
that the fraternities and sororities
have takenpart in the festivities.

Coed Tells of Canyon Attack

In 1949, the fiesta included a
parade with 21 floats
and in the
mid-50s, rodeos.

"In the early and mid-60s, there
..She said She eventually crawled was a hipp~e awareness and a
lip· two embankments, first to U.S. Chicano awareness. There were
A UNM student who survived an 66 and then to Interstate 40, where also the .Black uprisings. All the
attack in which she was stabbed she succeeded in attracting the tensions were reflected in the fiesta.
more than 30 times said she finally attention of a passing motorist.
There was a lot of trouble and
asked her assailant to let her die
violence," Garcia said.
Bush said Guzman told the
peace'fuUy.
"From 1970 up to last year the
women that he was scared and
Colene Rene Bush, 21, testified lonely and had no one to talk to. fiesta has had nothing but Chicano
Tuesday at the trial of Michael She said he was nervous and ap- influence, but this year will be
Guzman, 19, who is charged with peared upset.
different,'' he said.
raping and stabbing Julie Ann
Jackson to death, trying to kill
Bush, kidnapping both women and
tampering with evidence.
Guzman is accused of abducting
the women in the university area in
April 1981 and forcing them to
accompany him to Tijeras Canyon,
where the assaults occurred.

United Press International

o'

Robert Sanohez.

Steve Gerclil
Gllrt:lil Tent Renflll fttutJIJ/es •IJIIInst the Wind ••
he sefll up • booth for the Flatlls which stlln tomorrow on uppw
JtJhnson Field.

'Liddy, Hoffman Debate
On Justice in America
Cathy Renfro
The ASUNM event of the ·year,
•'The Great Debate: Justice and the
American Way," featuring two of
America's
most
controversial
personalities will get underway, at
Johnson Gym, April30, at 7 p.m.
G. Gordon Liddy, organizer of
the 1972 Watergate break-in of the
Democratic National Committee
headquarters, and Abbie Hoffman,
Yippie leader and political activist
of the 1960s, will debate issues of
the 1980s.
ASUNM Speakers Committee
Chairman BiD Snyder and Popular
Entertainment
Committee
Chairman Dave Griffin said the
debate is a combined effort by the
two committees.
01
This is a major event," Griffin
said. "The idea for the debate came
from this school and no other
school has done it.
Snyder said the two personalities
have never debated, and he doubts
ihhey will debate again.
''The animosity between the two
is tremendous,'' he said. "Liddy
doesn't even want to be in the same
room with Hoffman until the
debate.''
"This event is not part of a
speaking tour," Griffin said.
''They are coming here specificly
for this debate."
He said Liddy and Hoffman are
busy "digging into each other's
past. .
.
. . . . .
Snyder said he feels Liddy and
Hoffman represent ' 1the two levels
of the status quo,'' the extreme left
and the extreme right.
•'Liddy is . responsible for the
downfall and mistrust o! today•s

government," .Griffin said, ''and
Hoffman reflects the anti-system
and negative attitudes toward
young people and students.
The Washington Post said Liddy
was one of former President
Richard Nixon's most loyal
lieutenants and refused for six years
to explain his part in the Watergat,e
break-in.
Liddy is presently writing and
lecturing across the country.
As one of the Chicago 7, Hoffman was tried on charges for his
participation in activities which
disrupted the the 1968 Democratic
National Convention.
He jumped bail in 1974 on drug
charges and spent six years on an
island in upstate New York where
he underWent plastic surgery and
grew a beard to' change his identity.
Hoffman has also been on lecture
tours.
"Students should participate in
this one of a kind event, "Griffin
said.
"If we are to continue quality
entertainment,then we need student
support,'' he said.
Griffin said these types of events
are done by and for students at
UNM.
"The ideas, plafining and
promotion were done by the
students through their ASUNM
committee chairmen/' Snyder said.
He said it is the first time two
committees have done a show
together and are bringing in quaUty
entertalnment.
Tickets for the event are $4 for
students, $5 for the general public
and $6 for reserved seating on the
floor.
·

Defense lawyers said Guzman
has admitted killing Jackson and
trying to kill Bush, but argued that
he was insane at the time.
Prosecutors, seeking the death
penalty if Guzman is convicted of
murder, portrayed the defendant as
a cold-blooded killer who knew
what he was doing.
.Bush identified Guzman as the
assailant in court and said he ordered her and Jackson to undress
when they stopped in the canyon.
She said she was .forced into tlie
trunk of the car and the lid was .
slammed down.
She said she knocked a hole into
the interior of the car after J:tearing
noises suggesting that the man and
Jackson had left the area. She tried
to leave, but tripped over some
rocks in the dark and was stabbed
in the back.
"He never said anything; he just
kept coming at me and stabbing
me/' she said. ui asked him to
leave me alone to die in peace.''
Her assailant left for a short
time, she testified,. and when he
returned, "I just laid there and
tried to ~lay dead.''
When the man finaily drove
away, bosh said, 11 1 just laid there
for a while and decided l didn't
want to die in the bottom of an
arroyo."

MemberS of Joumellsm 381 ttaln their coH11t:t/Ve len••• on •
model thet the pmle•sot, Robert L•w•rence,. •sired to voluntew
for the session.
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World News Roundup

by United Press lnternationaf

Squatters Fight Israeli Army to Stay in Sinai
threatening to kill themselves. return the eastern Sinai to Egypt,
Kahane, arriving by plane from the shattered a July 24 cease·fire for
U.S., was rushed in by helicopter to Lebanon negotiated by U.S. envoy
YAMIT, Occupied Sinai Philip Habib.
Weeping Jewish squatters, heaving ask them to give up.
Israel said it ordered the raid
Meanwhile, army bulldozers dug
bottles, stones and sand, fought
after
one Israeli soldier was killed
a
ditch
around
the
town
of
Yamit
to
Israeli soldiers evicting them from
the Sinai Wednesday after the bury mbble from razed structures. and one wounded by a land mine
wants
the
town's explosion in south Lebanon earlier
government affirmed it will return Israel
in· the day, It said the incident
prefabricated
apartment
buildings
the desert to Egypt in four days.
An estimated 20,000 Israeli levelled to avoid Palestinian constituted a Palestinian violation
of the cease·fire and climaxed a
troops, under orders to use guerrillas using them as shelters.
number of ''bloody and murderous
maximQm restraint, launched a
·attacks against Israeli citizens in
massive evacuation operation that
Israel and Europe."
officers said could take until Israel Bombs Lebanon
In Beirut, panicked residents fled
Sunday, the day of Israel's final
BEIRUT, Lebanon -Shattering the streets for basement shelters,
withdrawal,
After Prime Minister Meoachem a nine·month truce, Israeli jets fearing a repeat of last July's
Begin's Cabinet voted unanimously Wednesday bombed Palestinian bombardment in which 300 people
in Jerusalem to proceed with the coastal targets all the way to were killed and 800 wounded,
withdrawal, hundreds of squatters suburban Beirut and shot down two
burned tires and took positions on Syrian MiGs in a dogfight. The Fleet Nears Falklanck
rooftops to hurl stones, bottles and Syrians said they downed one
Israeli jet.
clubs at the soldiers.
LONDON - British warships
Lebanese officials said 25 people
"You'll all be fighting the
were reported Wednesday moving
Egyptians here in two months," were killed and 80 wounded in the
bombardment
of into position for a possible attack
one of some 3,000 squatters two·hour
on the South Georgia Islands, a
shouted over a loudspeaker. Palestinian bases and camps along
stone to the disputed
stepping
"You're sentencing yourself to the Mediterranean coast from the Falkland Islands invaded by
Beirut suburbs to Damour, 13 miles
death."
Argentina Aprit2.
A handful of supporters of U.s .• south.
In London, Foreign Secretary
The
raid,
which
came
as
Israel's
born Rabbi Meir Kahane were still
holed up in an air.raid shelter, Cabinet voted unanimously to Francis Pym told Parliament
Britain would not rule out the use
of force in the Falklands. He was
due in Washington Thursday to
present a set of proposals in reply to
Argentina's latest pe&ce plan.
The British Defense Ministry
refused to disclose the location of
the task· force and also declined
comment on press reports that a
. spearhead was speeding toward
South Georgia, 800 mites southeast
of the islands.
$1.00
off
any
pizza.
Fast, Free Delivery
In a move seen placing the
One coupon per pizza
country one step closer to a war
Expii'M 4-30-82
economy, Argentina announced it
was suspending cash payments on
"interest, dividends and technical
assistance" to investors outside the
country.
Argentina also halted the trans(er
Limi!Cd delivery-are&
of profits from foreign investment
gl198t Dominds Pizza, Inc.

International News

Domino's

Pizza

Delivers

$1

3920 Central SE
262·1662-

and ordered they be paid instead in
Argentine government bon(!s.
Financial sources said Argen·
tina's suspension of cash plyments
apparently did not touch the
repayment of Argentina's foreign
debt, valued at more than $30
billion. The sources said the moves
were aimed at preventing the flow
of dollars and other hard currency
out of the country,

Pocklington Rescued
EDMONTON,
Alberta
-Millionaire sports tYcoon Peter
Pocklington said Wednesday he felt
lucky to be alive and dismissed his
II hours of captivity at the hands of
a gunman as "like a hockey game,"
"You win it, you lose it. I'm
lucky to be alive," the bearded
Pocklington said from his hospital
bed after a $1 million ransom plot
was broken up by police.
Pockington, 40, the owner of the
Edmonton Oilers hockey club and
the Edmonton Drillers soccer team,
was recovering from slight wounds
to his chest and arm, suffered when
he was hit by the same police bullet
that took his captor out of action
Tuesday night.
Speaking of the gunman, who
police identified as Mirko Petrovic,
29, Pockington said, "He was just
a fellow who wanted a lot of
money. It was just a business deal.
We got pretty close in the situation.
I feltalotofempathy for him.''
Petrovic, who had not yet been
charged, was hospitalized under
police guard at the opposite end of
the fifth floor emergency ward
where Pocklington was recovering.
Pocklington's wife, Eva, who
police say may have been the in·
tended target of the gunman, was
able to tip off a friend about her
husband's capture before she
escaped from the mansion.

;
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RASPBERRY
Severt natural fruit flavors, and
plain. Spoon, or shake and drink.

Democrats Challange Reagan to Make First Budget Offer

Malvinas Named
Before British Colony
Founded as Falklands

National News
WASHINGTON- While some
congressional
Republicans ex·
pressed ''serious impatience,"
Democratic strategists headed back
to budget talks Wednesday with
instructions from House Speaker
Thomas O'Neill (D·Mass.) to "see
what the president is witting to
offer,"
"He .must go first," O'Neill
declared in a challenge to the White
House. "President Reagan proved
yesterday that he was willing to
walk a mile - for a camera. He has
yet to prove he is-willing to walk a
mile for a compromise."
., O'Neill said the only thing
• negotiators have agreed in
bargaining with the White House so
far is that the federal deficit would
be $175 billion in 1983,$215 billion
in 1984 and rise to $240 billion in
fiscal 1.985 unless something is done
to cut spending or increase taxes.
But both sides hope to keep it to
$95 bitlion next year, he said,
The deficit is now officially
projected by the administration at
$101.9 for 1983 under its budget·
cutting plan.
Some congressional sources said
Wednesday the administration has
proposed trimming the 1983
defense budget by $20 billion from
Reagan's original proposal, and
even mare in the following two
years.
Chairman Dan Rostenkowski of
the House Ways and Means
Committee, a member of the
Democratic House negotiating
team, said the talks have reached
the stage where Reagan and O'Neill
will have to become participants
"in the, next .meeting or two," but
~ Whiie House spokesman Larry
Speakes rejected that idea.

Enrique lJoggio
Translated by Nancy Brown
Editor's Note: Enrique

Boggio is an Argentine citizen
now living in Albuquerque. He
contributed this article about the
Falkland [Malvinas] Islands to
El Hispano, Weare presenting a
translation of parts of his article
to provide an Argentine view of
the situation in the Falkland
Islands. It has been slightly
edited.
In a news release broadcast to
all the continent from a radio
station in Washington, a
reporter says: "the Falkland
Islands, that the Argentineans
call the Malvinas .... " The
reporter "had his poncho on
backwards." They are the
Malvinas which are called the
Falklands by the British.
Everyone has long been misled
in believing that the islands are
the Falklands and are allegedly
British. They are Argentina's
and belong to her people.
Historians
affirm that
Esteban Gomez, one of the
captains of the Magellan expedition, first saw the islands in
1520. In a map published in
t 526, these islands are identified
as the San Anton islands, a
name which evolved into Santon
and later Sanson. In 1701, a
French expedition under
Beauchesne gave one of the
islands the name of their home,
Saint-Malo, or "malouins," and
thus today's name, Malvinas.
Because of their strategic
location across the passageway
between the Atlantic and Pacific
oceans, the. Malvinas Islands
have been the subject of disputes
and aitacks since their discovery
by Spain. Argentina claims them
today because they were part of
her territory at the time she
gained independence from Spain
in 1816.
Argentine authorities granted
rights to establish a commercial
colony on the islands to Louis
Verne! in 1828. Later, in a
administrative reorganization,
Vernet, a businessman frolll
Hamburg, was made political
and military commander of the
islands on behalf of Argentina.
As governor he enforced the
laws regulating hunting of sea
lions in the islands, and in 1831
intercepted three U.S. schooners
illegally hunting in that area.
The fishermen called upon the
commander of the frigate USS
Lexington to come to their
defense. The ship destroyed the
capital of the isles, Soledad; the
Argentine settlers there had to
flee for their lives to the
mainland. The Argentine
president, Juan Manuel Rosas,
demanded compensation from
the United States, but the
American authorities never
responded.
During the turmoil on the
islands after this U.S. attack, a
British corvette, the Clio, invaded Port Soledad and
continufldon psge8

dment guarantees of freedom of
religion,
"The provision was drafted with
the explicit intention of including
particular religious denominations
and excluding others," Brennan
said.
The decision, however, was not a
total vindication for the. Unification
Church, The majority noted that
unless M.o011 's group proves it is a
"religious organization" under
Minnesota taw, the state can force
it to register as a charitable,
nonreligious group.
Led by Justice William
Rehnquist, the dissenting members
of the high court charged the
majority decision exceeded the
court's authority.

Nuke Debate Favored

''political demagoguery.''
But he repeated Reagan's
rejection of an immediate free:ze an
superpower nuclear arsenals, on
grounds the Soviets hold an edge
over the United Stutes.
.Bush spoke in the midst of a
~ationwide "Ground Zero" week
in which anti·nuclear groups have
been staging educational events
about the danger of nuclear war, a
topic of in'Creasing concern among
Americans.
"Not freezing, but reducing
nuclear weapons is one of this
11dministratian's highest priorities.
It is something that drives this
president. He believes in it," Bush
said.

State and 'Local News

WASHINGTON The ad·
ministration welcom~s the growing
national debate about nuclear Udall Asks For Freeze
weapons, Vice President George
Bush said Wednesday. Buthe urged
sANTA F$- Tbe United States
that
the
discussions
be should join the Soviet Union in a
"statesmanlike"
and avoid bilateral freeze of nuclear weapons

1830 Lomas

New Private Mid-School

Coronado Academy
2721 Arizona N.E. 881-9300

Grades 4-8
Limited Enrollment • Small Classes
• Individual Attention • Strong Academic Program • Certified Teachers
• Optional After School Program, 3·5 pm
• Bus Service Available

Parents Meeting: May 10 & May 17
7:30 pm Hospitality Room,
First National Bank, Sandia Plaza,
Candelaria & Juan Tabo
Anthony B. Pino
May Test Dates
HEADMASTER
May 8 & May 22
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WASHINGTON -The Supreme
Court ruled Wednesday that
government cannot favor one
religion over another by regulating
the finances of some, but not all,
religious groups.
On a 54 vote in a Minnesota
case, the justices concluded states
cannot force newer, nontraditional
religious organizations to open up
their financial records to gover·
nment audits, white failing to
monitor more established religions.
In a victory for the Rev. Sun
Myung Moon's Unification
Church, the court struck down part
of a state law requiring religious
groups to disclose their funding
sources if they collect more than
half their money by public fund·
raising, such as soliciting door·to·
door and in airports and bus ter·
minals.
Under the provision, religious
groups obtaining more than 50
percent o( their contributions from
their own members or an affiliated
.church group do not have to
register with the state or keep
records.
Writing for the majority, Justice
William Brennan declared the
Minnesota rule creates an "official
denominational preference" in
direct conflict with First Amen·
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and
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that the· mounting nuclear weapons
race may buy us. not defense but
annihilation."
Udall said a bilateral freeze
would mean a savings of about
$100 billion in the next decade.
"The savings could be applied to
balance the budget, provide needed
human services, reduce taxes, and
improve the environment," he said.

Moonies Win Lawsuit

In(.

GOLDEN
FRIE
CHIC'KEN

construction, congressional can·
didate Tom Udall said Wednesday.
•·~ agree with a growing number
of Americans that the United States
and the Soviet Union should put a
stop to the nuclear arms race before
it is too late to prevent the horror of
a nuclear war," he said,
"While we want our nation's
defenses to be strong, we recognize

..
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Growing Up in the Shadow
Of the Sandia Mountains
A word
about shadow~dwellers. The
shadow-dwellers are those who may live in the valley
or in the heights, shop downtown or In malls, but even
on the sunniest of days, are still in shadow.
When the shadow-dwellers go out of town,
others' mood darkens. When others move in among
the shadow-dwellers, the shadow-dwellers feel
threatened.
There is nothing quite so dangerous as a little
freedom, And the shadow-people think that they are
free, This comes from too much horizontal space.
There is no help for the shadow-people. No one
will come to your door with a bo~ for collections for
these hardy beneath-the-mountain people. There are,
to be sure, affiliate 9roups. They 9et together at clubs,
parties, luncheons. They even have a little song:
"Don't be yeller
If you're a shadow-dweller;
It won't be long tilwe're on the map;
Then when they tell us
They can't spell Albuquerque;
We'll settle back for a nap."
I myself, am a shadow-dweller.
Perhaps this surprises you. But people once looked
at me as if I knew no more than to suppose "dip"
chewers had square creases in their pockets, not
round.
I last plenty of sleep over it, let me tell you. Until I
learned to go to parties and not complain about blues
music, to wear plenty of makeup, dye my hair from
time to time.
Soon, no one asked if I were a shadow-dweller.
When asked where I was from, I would say,
recklessly, "Guess!"
"New York I" they'd cry. "Yes I Queens!"
I did not ask myself if I should do this. I did not ask
myself if it was right. All I asked was, was it
necessary?
To best survive ln the shadow of the Sandias, it Is
best to reckon with, to understand them. Did I say "to
understand them?" Never!

N£wMcXICO

Daily Lobo

My first trip out of the shadows was one summer
when we drove "back east" on Route 66. By the time I
got to Moriarty, I had two easts and no west. Think
what this could do to a child I I have never since been
able to conceptualize blrd's eye drawings,. read a map
when· not facing north (with the map in hand, pointing
north also, I or work crossword puzzles. However, I
was one of the lucky ones,
1 know a man who grew up in the shadow of the
Sandi~s who cannot wear a raincoat. withau.t feeling
like a flasher. He's not really a flasher, mind you. But
in a state where there are still cotillions but no
debutantes; where one can smoke a cigarette in the
sun or do it "manana", yet drive-up for fast-food,
banks; or liquor stores; where past l,obo editors are as
numerous as clergymen, one can be excused for
moments of confusion.
In this land, there is no snow for Christmas but the
ski resorts shut down in April with 60 inches, empty.
Showers arrive in March; wind in April. Cowboys
wear "cat hats"; everyone else we.ars cowboy hats.
Controversy at UNM is as common as acne on a
teenager,[but yields no more understanding.)
It is onlY recently that I havo:J taken charge. I have
told myself, "You may always Jive in a shadow but you
can still look west." I have taken myself in hand. I
walk up and dawn Central, careful to hold my breath
when walking through the bridge under the railroad
tracks. I look for Truth, Beauty, Freedom. Failing this,
I rummage through my closet, underneath the
clothes, behind the shoes. I know I can find some light
because I know what it looks like.
It comes up every morning just before the Sandias
throw their long shadows over Albuquerque.

to set up a new election, why is setting up a new
election with a fair election code such an outrageous
request? If an election comes under serious doubt, the
Senate should be the first group to call for a reelection. A fair electoral process is a very basic student
right, and the Senate should be going out of its way to
insure that the students' rights are protected through
a fair election.
Sincerely,
Ramona Nye

The New Mt•lc:o Dally Lo'bo Js publ~sh!!dMonday
throu(!h Fi!day cv_crY r~gula_r week or the Univenit>_yeat1 weekly during dosed lind nnal! weeks and
wtekly during. the sumtner sessi~n _by the Board of
Student PubUcatli>ns of the Uniyer·slty of New
Me:dco, and is not financially associated Whit UNM.
Second cJtus postage pilld at AlbUQUerque,. New
Mnlc:o 87131. s-ubscription raft! is $10,00 for an

·academtc year.
_
.
'rhe opinions exprened on the editorial pages or the
Ne" MeXko ·D"Iy Lobo are those or ~the author
solety. Unsigned opinion Is lhat ol the cd[t()f and
renects the editothU policy of the 'paper btu does not

neccSsariiy represent the Yicws of the members of the
Dilly Lobo staff.
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DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

But one can learn from them. I was taught from the
very first: "North is Santa Fe. South is Belen. East is
Mt. Taylor. And west is the Sandias." You would
think I'd learn east and west quite easily, given two
such landmarks. lin New Mexico, after all, mountains
are still more visipJe than cities.) Nothing could be
further from the truth.

Letters
Dear Editor:
Why is there such adamant resistance to the
Student Court's efforts to bring fair student government elections to UNM? The Student Court is there
to look. after our interests. One would think that the
candidates who won would accept this and would
want to win office through a fair election process. If
they were the true choice of the student body, what
have they to fear from a new election 7
In regard to the Senate's defiance of the court order

Faces of Juarez

-Edlror., •• ,'", .. , , ••••••••. , •.•. Marcy McKinley
Layour Edt tor , •, ,. , , . , , , ••• , • , , • , Otnnb 'Pohlman

NeWS Edimr , ••. , •••••••••••••••• Richard Dtlnon
COpy Editor , . , , , , , ••••• , • , •• , .Penelope_Wrcilski
Pho1oEditor •• , , , , • , , • , , • , •.-,,,, •• Jo~Cavarctta
Sports Editor • , , • , ••.• , ••. , , • , . , • ~ ••. , Steve King
Atts Editor , , . , , •• , ••••••• , •••••• Robert Burnson
Wire Editor .• , , , , , ••• , • , ••.••. Phil_ b. ltcrnandez
News keporiet, .•.•.•.•••• ,., ••.. MlchaeUe Myers
Rec 101 MatlaglngEditor , •• , •••• , .Robert Sanchet
Rec lOf Assistant ••..• , .•• , • , , •.. , .. Eddie Tatoya
B_usiness Manager, •.. ,,,, ••• , •• ,,,,. Mlchliel fO_rd
National Adv. Manager •.••• ,., ....... James Fisher
Letters Submission Polley
Leuers io lhe editor must be typed, doublt--Spac~d
and no more than I SO words. All letters must signed
by the author with the BlHhot's l'ilirrie1 address aild
tdet~hone number, No names Will be withheld. The
Dilly Lobo docs not auatantee publication and will
edil.letlers for tcngd1 and libelous ctmtcnt.

Joe Cavarettn

Tills blind guitarist sings to /IIISsersby. every day In fi'Qnt of the
Hotel Sen Csrlos on Le Avenlde Mer/scat.

Here and Now
by maxwell Glen o.nd Cody Sheo.rer
WASHINGTON - Nobody's arguing about whodunit.
John W. Hinckley Jr. shot and nearly killed President Reagan and
three attendants over a year ago outside the Washington Hilton.
Videotapes and other dramatic evidence, while perhaps Inadmissible
in the trial that begins next week (April 27), have convinced most
Americans of that.
Unfortunately, Hinckley's mental state on the morning of March
30, 19!11, is likely to prove inconsequential to the country's judgment
of the young loner. Whatever the outcome of his trial, Hinckley's
plea of "not guilty by reason of insanity" has only further undermined our respect for the intricate relationship between mental
illness and criminal justice.
After a year, most Americans may simply have no interest in this
Important aspect of the Hinckley saga. Spoiled by recent courtroom
thrillers in Newport and Scarsdale, we've absorbed what little intrigue there is to Hinckley, a young man whose life has proven a
tragic descant to the Marvin Hamlisch song, "What I Did for love."
Moreover, there's a diminished sense of outrage: To varing degrees,
Hinckley's victims all survived.
Yet, as intriguing as Hinckley's weakness for actress Jodie Foster
may still be, most of us are now waiting patiently for the criminal
justice system to "put away" Hinckley. We don't really care how it's
done, just as long as he's unable to take another trip to New Haven.
Such an attitude may reflect our widespread anxiety about violent
crime in America, With the paranoia of a lynching party, we WOrrY
that Hinckley's craftful defenders (who reportedly received $500,000
up front for accepting the case) can somehow circumvent "justice."
With increasing frequency, however, we ourselves may be doing
just that.
It's no great secret that for some 3,000 years enlightened sorts
have maintained that only those individuals capable of "evil intent"
should be held responsible for criminal acts. Historically, feeble
minds deserved mercy, not punishment.
In this century, the advent of psychological expertise and
psychotropic drugs altered our view of criminal insanity. It became
possible to treat and stabilize individuals for re-entrY in society.
Today, those who are found "not 'guilty by reason of insanity''
(fewer than 1 percent of all convicted felons) become the. wards of
doctors and shrinks, not courts and parole boards.
Whatever the jury's final determination, many of us would argue
that, in stalking and shooting a president, Hinckley lost his chance
for eventual freedom.
But it's important to remember that treatment, stabilization and
possible re-rentry have always been part-and-parcel of an insanity
plea - from Hinckley or anyone else. In accepting such a plea yet
ignoring the accompanying baggage, we're essentially remolding
· our approach to the criminally insane.
"If Hinckley is found to be insane, we'll all 90 home at night
feeling comfortable that we're society that basically rehabilitates
insanity acquittees," said Edward Kovachy, a California lawyer and
psychiatrist who spoke with out reporter, John Riccardi. "But we're
not. If we really believed in rehabilitating the insane, someone like
Hinckley could be out in the street in a month, and nobody would
stand for that."
It's not coincidental that three states ~ Illinois, Indiana and
Michigan - have already transformed the public's unspoken
contempt for the "rehabilitative model" into Jaw. With "not guilty by
reason on insanity" replaced by "guilty by mentally ill," attorneys in
these states can review all hospital discharges and oversee the reentry of the criminally insane into society, With its increased in·
volveme!lt, the judicial system has helped assuage public fears that
psychiatrists arbitrarily release mental patients with little regard for
the general public's safety.
Nevertheless, such laws are bound to help the public at the expense of patients. Says John Carroll, a member of an American Bar
Association task force now studying judicial .standards, the new
measures are effectively treating the insane "no differently" than
:
convicted criminals who are not insane,
Whether we like it or not, if John Hinckley Is found insane, he'll
deserve the chance to be rehabilitated and released. Such is the
standard befitting our legal tradition. If wa can't muster the patience
to see the rehabilitation through, our system may become In:
distinguishable from that of our more barbaric ancestors.
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The plaza In ft'Qnt of the old cathedral is a traditonal gathering place for the
people of Juaraz.

A fruit vendor amid the squalor of the old pi'Qduce m11rket.

A mere 280 mile drive south of here is a different world. English is no longer the principal
language. The supermarket is no longer the principal shopping spot. Life is maintained on a
small percentage of the average American income.
The place is Juarez, Mexico across the Rio Grande from El Paso, Texas. As soon as you get
across the.bridge you know you are no longer in the U.S.A.
Proceed into the city and you Will find streets crowded with street merchants, musicians,
children, traffic and confusion.
.
Surrounded by this swirling culture so different from our own yo(Jr head will turn to see it
all. If you have not gone yet, go.

dogging Shorts
1 per customer
with 3.00 purchase
I
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Saturday April24, 10 ~M • 9 PM
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The newer municipal merketplace Is one of
most popu/e~
tourist att18ctions in the city. Also known es t/18 den ofthlsvas,
th9 melchandlse there is often o11e1priced and f!Hrlld, toewards
tourists but prices can always be changed With a little bit of
htJggling.

.General Stores
8117 Menaul NE
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Law Students to Hold Conference at UNM
Lauren Miller
The UN!YI chapter of the Law
Student Civil Rights Research
Council is currently planning the
1982 Joint Spring Conference. The
conference theme is "PuJting
Business Law and Theory to Work
for the Poor."
Joseph Gardner, ''Operations
Push" vice president, will speak
April 23 .and 24, at the law school,
on "Economic Covenants,'' an
approach to economic community
development as a "means to recycle
some of the profits realized by
major U.S. producers into poor
communities
that
consume
disproportionately large amounts
of their products."
Judy Casias-Duran, UNM Jaw
student and Region XI director, has
invited graduate students from the
of
Business
and
College
Economics, the department heads,
and all MBA students, in addition
to UNM law students.
LSCRRC's major emphasis is to

Fir~ units r~spond to a small blaz~ Wadn~sday night at the old section of Zimmarma~ library,

Joe Cayarettn

A small fire last night in the west
wing of Zimmerman Library
behind the original circulation desk
damged three chairs and destroyed
miscellaneous paper material.

I came down the stairs out of the
special collection area and I could
see the reflection of the flames on
the waH behind the desk. I got the
extinguisher, but couldn't carry it,
so Helena grabbed it and with the
man, put the fire out," said Bar"I heard the fire alarm go off so, nhart.

Albuquerque Fireman Lt.
Cornelio Padilla, said the fire was
caused by a. match found in the
ashes. The fire was extinguished by
Jan Barnhart, Helena Sasmor and
an unidentified man.

These coupons can save you 10% on
your move ffom school now And save
you <mother 10% later.
When you move back to school. or
head olfto a new job. Or almost any·
Where else.
All you have to do is take advantage
of the Jartran Moving System. Jartran

The Legal Service Summer
lnternshop Program, which is
funded through the Legal Services
Corp., suffered a 25 percent cut·
back in its budget recently said
Casias-Duran.
'
Last year, $99,000 was appropriated for the program,
whereas for 1982, $75,000 was
allotted,
Last summer, students from 38
law schools clerked with legal
services projects in 34 states. Their
legal work involved issues such as
landlord tenant, consumer, and
domestic relations, as well as

migrant
labor,
environmental This special program is funded by
concerns ami various community the Revson Foundation.
le!'al education projects. The Legal
There are 35 LSCRRC Summer
Services Corp. funded this
Internship Programs available for
program.
law students to participate in, This
The LSCRRC also organizes a year, 23 law schools were
speci<tl program for 50 New York represented by the students placed
City interns, involving a multi- with organizations or individuals
etiJnic group of law students from working on civil rights, civil
16 law schools interning with libertle~ or public interest issues.
private practitioners and legal Students can be places wih the
organizations in New York City. Mexican American Legal Defense

and Education Fund, Anti-1\:lan
project, Youth Law Center, Team
Defense and Northern Mississippi
Rural Legal Services.
Ten
LSCRRC
Cleveland
Internships are also offered to
encourage law student involvement
in the ciiy's public interest and civil
rights legal community.
A $15 registration fee is required
that cover all meals and conference
ac.tivities.
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Three Quickly Extinguish Zimmerman Fire
Micha~lle Myers

encourage l~w .students to provide
legal services for the poor and
under-representated, after they
become lawyers, said CasiasDuran.
The group also tried to raise
money for s.ummer internships for
l~w student~ to work with private
f1rms. For s1x to eight weeks each
year, stuc!ents can receive a $1,200
to $1 ,500 stipend for working a 10week period with a firm.

Johnny Gonzales displays his sculpture thaf ha calls "Santa Rlfa."
Gonzales, who does tradlfonal work says tha ha CI'Batad tha
sculpture because Santa Rita Is tha patron saint of Grant County
whtii'B the copper minas "ate up thfl town of Santa Rita." ''Thats
why I used copper In tha sculpture," ha said. Gonzales and a
dozen other artists will ba featured In tha Art in tha Park fine arts
festival next weak by tna Fountain Mall.

trailers come in sizes tharll cany one
room offumiture. Or even three.
Jartran trucks are made for people
who aren't truck drivers. Most of them
have automallc transmission, power
steering, power brakes and a radio.
5o dip these coupons and save 10%
on our already low rates. And you'll have

more money for the fun stuff.
Like summer.
Look in the YeUow Pages under
"1hlck Renting and Leasing" or
"'naiJer Rentalw for }'OUJ' nearest
Jaman dealer.

Lecture Series to Feature
Sub-Atomic Particle Expert
Dr. Martin L. Perl, physics
He was also involved in the
professor at the Stanford Linear experiments which discovered the
Accelerator Center of Stanford first particle to contain charmed
University, will visit UNM on April quarks. At present he is developing
22 and 23 as part of the an experiment to detect individual
"Distinguished Lecture Series on quarks.
Science
and
Technology",
Quarks are conjectured to be the
cosponsored by Sandia National building blocks of matter and have
·Laboratories and UNM.
a fractional electric charge. So far
On April 22, Perl will give a they have successfully eluded all
public talk entitled "Very Simple efforts made to detect them.
Particles and Very High Energy"
The second area of Perl's interest
beginning at 8 p.m., in Regener
involves extensive work on imHall (one block north of Central
proving the quality and usefulness
Avenue on Redondo Drive, bet·
of physics education. A few years
ween the Farris Engineering Center
ago he edited a book published by
and the psycology building).
the American Institute of Physics
On April 23, he will speak at a
which discusses the changes which
colloquium on "A New Method for
should be made in physics
Searching for Fractional Charge in
education in the 1980s. He has also
Macroscopic Matter'', beginning at
written a textbook on elementary
4 p.m., in the UNM physics and
particle physics entitled "High
astronomy building, Rm. 184,
Energy Hadron Physics".
located at Lomas and Yale
boulevards.
His third area of interest is
Admission is free to both concerned with improving the
programs.
interaction between the public and
Perl is a member of the National the government on technological
Academy of Sciences. He received and scientific issues. He was one of
his Ph.D, in physics from the founders of the "Fprum on
Columbia University inl955.
Physics and Society" of the
One of his three major areas of American Physical and SoCiety.
interest is research in experimental Until recently he was editor of the
particle physics. Perl discovered the newsletter Physics and Society.
tau lepton, a particle that behaves
Perl is also a member of the high
like an electron but is about 3,000 energy physics advisory panel to the
U.S. Department of Energy.
times more massive.

Whatever you do, pour it on. Build up a burning thirst, then
cool it with ice, cold Dos Equis imported beer. Dos Equis.
Uncommon from its rich, amber color to a big, bold taste
no other beer can match.
So why settle for ordinary when you can have extraordinary: amber Dos Equis or golden Dos Equis Special Lager.

COSEQUIS
1HE UNCOMMON IMPORt
Amber & Special Lager

EXCLUSIVE OFFER
E:dlJblt!OI1 .md Sale of
FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS
,.
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LASER PHOTO ART~
FRAMES
ALSO AVAILABLE
-~

II,LATEIII

College Offer
This coupon good forlO% off the rental of any Jarlran
equipment through December 31.1982. You must
preserttthis coupon to recei"'your distounL Jartran
dealen Attach this coupon to !l1e whltecopyofthe rental
contracL
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on
April 11st • 23rd
Wednesday • friday
9:00 am to 6:00 pm
Located on
SUB First floor,
North Entrance

THIS WEEK ONLY'
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Spon5o(ed by
UNM Student Union

Art repibdudlans prlt~d ,at $3.25 e.,th or 3 (o_r _Sal!»
Laser Photo /irt priced at $4.50 ~.;ch or· 3 for S 12.00
M.C. Escher priced at S4.SO eaCh or 3 ror S 12..00
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FIFTH ANNUAL FUNFEST MARATHON a HALF MARATHON

"a great
little

marathon.
a super

weekend . . . '82"

Amarillo, Texas

DATE: Saturday, May 29,1982
For Information, Write

FUN FEST MARATHON
1700 POLK STREET
AMARILLO, TEXAS79102

i i:!IJ .: liillj!gl·l~)! 1: ,,, 1: [tj t;i:!iJ I!• ,A,~Jjl
'Spetfers' may well be the most ()figinal, arresting film I have
ever seen. This " a no-holds-barred adult film
that's electric, eloquent and engrossing.11
Na•ma /&l!l" :>lOOP Aft'' Oo,~

"SPETTERS IN ANY I ANGUAGE IS TERRIFIC!
An example of superb film mukmg in oil its ospeds ...
Starts Friday
exciiing, intensely v1sual cinema.

One Week Only!

Anexubcrantce~e~r~i~~~l,l:f:;;:

Riencourt to Lecture
French
cultural historian
Amaury de Riencourt will discuss
"Creation Versus Evolution and
Mysticism Versus Science" on
April 22, aJ 7 p.m., in Woodward
Hall, at UNM,
His talk, part of the Graduate
Lecture Series, is sponsored by the
Gradu'!te Studies Office. The
lecture is free and open to the
public,
Author of "Roof of the World"
(1950); "The earning Caesars"
(1957); ''The Soul of China"
(1958); "The Soul of India" (1960):
"The American Empire" (1968);
"Sex and Power in History"
(1974); and "The Eye .of Shiva"
(1981), Riencourt has spent the past
40 years traveling to such exotic
places as Algiers, Vienna,
Casablanca, Morocco, Iran, Egypt
and Kuwait.
He has interviewed such people
as the Shah of Iran; Mohhammed
Ali Jinnah, the founder of
Pakistan; Mahatma Gandi; Lord
Mountbatten, then Viceroy of
India; Prime Minister J. Nehru;
Carlos Raphael Rodriguez, head of
the Cuban Communist Party; and
Indira Gandhi.
The speaker now lives in Geneva,
Switzerland.

allowed to remain iHegally on
the island since that time.
All Argentineans, whether
continued from page~
inside or outside of Argentina,
overwhelmed the crippled regard their claim to the
Argentine forces still there. The Malvinas Islands as legitimate.
U.S. refused to pay comIn the United Nations and. the
pensation for its attack on the
Organization
of American
islands, and the British ignored
States
all
the
Latin
American
the protests of Argentina against
the violent seizure of her natio~s support Argentina with
their votes.
territory in the islands.
The United States has always
Ever since that time, for 149
years, Argentina has requested abstained from approving
Argentina's claim against
annually that the British return
Britain. Today, the U.S. conthe islands to their real owner.
sults her ally and neighbor,
Each time, the British government requests the vote of the Argentina, about how to handle
current inhabitants of the isles: the 'invasion' of El Salvador,
but doesn't back Argentina in
sheepherders of British stock
her diplomatic struggle with the
who wish to remain part of
Britain. Yet, when Britain seized invaders of the Malvinas.
The days of stalling and
the islands by force in 1833, she
did not call for a vote of ap- waiting for answers from the
proval before expelling the British are at an end. The
Argentine settlers from the British, long known to be such
great lawmakers and fair
islands.
International law and the players, will be expected to come
Monroe Doctrine were somehow through yet, even if it is 149
waived, as Britain has been years too late.

Balloon Ride Raffle
Mark Ballance

ID Card Changes

The Arnold Air Society and
Angel Flight Air Force ROTC
organizations, are having a raffle
Studertts who plan to attend for a balloon" ride, according to
UNM .next fall should hold onto Pam Tucker, Angel Flight member.
their student identification cards.
Assistant Registrar Jim Acosta
said the same cards wiH be used
next year. Pictures will not be tal; en
as students registerthis year.
If a student loses their iden·
tification card, they will have to pay
a $5 replacement fee.
Validation labels will be mailed
sometime in May to students who
have registered for summer classes.
Students should receive their fall
semester validation label before
classes begin in August.
Catherine Jones

Second and third prizes are a
sailplane ride and an airplane ride.
Tickets will be sold in thP. Student
Union Building at an Air Force
ROTC booth April 22 and 23, and
at the Fiesta. They will cost $1.00
each.
•
The drawing will be held April 30
at the Air Force ROTC building at
1901 Las Lomas.

A FILM BY PAUL VERHOEVEN,
THE OIREClOR OF 'TURKISH DELIGHT,"

'KATI TIPPEL; AND 'SOLDIER OF..,;O~RA:;;N=G~E:Nr:ANr:'j"iryF
MUSIC BY KAYAK
I
1:00. 9:15
Sai·SUn Mal.
2:30. 4:45

Big Bi"Ver

Arts

Malvinas

t MA!MFA show might not

~1 please matinee crowd, but...
Robert Rumson

beauty and originality.
And much of the huge MA/MFA showing
A woman and her three grandchildren currently at the Popejoy museum is that way.
stopped in front of an odd series of
Unlike recent graduate school shows which
photographs on their sidetrip into the UNM were split between the academically rigid and
Art Museum before the Wednesday matinee sloppy "conceptual,'' this show is filled with
of Annie.
original and well-executed work.
"Well, I don't get it," one of the children
Of the 25 graduate candidates exhibiting in
said to her zrandmother, ''What does it the show, almost all appear to be making
mean?"
honest attempts at creating unique and
The grandmother squinted for a moment legitimate work and none have the same
at the photo of a barely visible mask hidden style.
behind foilage. "If you figure it out, explain
"You can tell that they don't all go to the
it to me, will you, Christy?"
same parties," a friend said.
After ,they moved on, I carne over and
The work includes colorful pop landscapes
looked hard at the photo and then read the of westside Albuquerque, delicate ·tone
accompanying text - something about a paintings and a room with a tiny santopoltergeist from the 19th century. I realized I occupied coffin and walls pasted with southalso didn't know what it meant, but couldn't of-the-border trinkets and silver-painted
care less because I was enjoyjrtg the photo's garden utensils.

·

Overacting 111ars an
Ann Ryan
Regina Giddens .• a grasping, manipulating,
money-hungry bitch, sits unmoved as her
husband suffers a heart attack that she could
have prevented.
Described as "one of those that eats the
earth, like the locusts in the Bible," she is the
central character in the Classics Theatre
production of The Little Foxes now playing
at Albuquerque Little Theatre.
As Regina, Linda Bergman has strong
presence and a good sense of timing- but
badly overplays the role, marring an
otherwise solid production of the Lillian
Hellman classic.
The Little Foxes is set in ihe deep South in
1900, It concerns the efforts of Regina and
her two equally disagreeable brothers, Ben
and Oscar Hubbard, to build a cotton mill in
their town, despite the opposition of
Regina's husband, Horace.

otherw~e

Kirk Thomas has chosen to direct this
family drama in a traditional manner. His
directing is smooth if not innovative or
inspired, and he draws good to excellent
performances from most of the cast.
Charles Driscoll as Ben, ~I Jone~ ~
Horace and_ Katy ~yan Martm as B1rd1e
deserve specml ment~on. All three ~re well·
known to local aud1ences, and With good
reason.
Driscoll captures the essence of Ben, a
greedy capitalist in the worst sense of the
word. He uses his considerable powers as an
actor sparingly, turning in an elegantly
underplayed performance,
The pivotal scenes in The Little Foxes are
between Horace and Regina. In order for
them to work, Horace, a good and gentle
man, must be given enough backbone by the
actor playing him to keep from being
swallowed whole by his manifestly evil wife.
Jones does a first-rate job.

The ideal time
to find work at Western:
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Susan Rohr examines one of tha many ptlnts on sale at the SUB
Wednesday. The sale Is sponsorad by the SUB antertalnmsnt
committee.

DOS PRIMOS
1844'Lomas NE • 842-0059
ThP Vaidlot 'Fo1miiy $oi't\llng NeW Ml!lllitO ~nu• 19j]

OPF.N Munday thru Satuulav7·JO:JO

JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER
Western has many types of good-paying temporary assignments available. Skilled office work~rs
are in great demand, and we also have marketm~
and light industrial jobs. Just wor~ for the h?h·
days or year-round ... whatever smts you. G1ve
us a call today. See what We~tern can do for you.
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Enchilada Dinner
includes Rice, Ucans, & Sopnipilla

las tern

with the purchase of a drink
Ewit·cs 4-25-82
Umit I l>C>' coiSIIJII'ICi'
min· u•nnsfct"nhlc

7802 Menaul N.E.
293·7711

T

Buy 1
Get 1 FREE

------------------------------
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telling the viewer, "if you wait just a
moment, I'm going to, change the rest of your
life."
And there's a lot more.
It's a very impressive show. Fortunately,
it's running through May 1.5.

Theater

.· ·
N
E
X
T

"Cans" John T Haese/sr.
There are dark Raphael-like nudes in
modern irreligious agonies, huge blown-up
canvases of Holy Cards on dressers casually
cluttered with sunglasses ashtrays and other
modern artifacts playfully painted in a colorby-number style. Also, there were incredibly
seductive portraits of people who seem to be

'I'EirDIAIT SEIVICIS.

Clerical {Western Girl) • Marketing • lndust,rial : SentrY
Medico! • Technical • Santa • Photo · Videotape
Fo'E-M/F

solid 'Little Foxes'
In the first and second acts, Martin's
Birdie is just another sweetly faded Southern
lady who finds comfort and escape from the
post-Civil War world in elderberry wine and
her lovely niece, Alexandra.
H~w~ver, in her. thi.rd act monolo?ue
descr~bmg the unhappmess of her hfe,
~ar~m pull out th~ stops and. transfer~
B1rd1e from a pathet1c character mto a trag1c
one.
Other notable performances come from
Ralph Anderson as Oscar and Birdie's
corrupt and weak son, Leo; and Chrishelle
Lafay Speller as the 111aid and errand runner,
Cassie.
This fine ensemble acting is almost urtdone
by Bergman. Here Regina is shrill where she
should be menacing, obvious where she
should be coy and melodramatic when a
sense of dynamics is aU-important, especially
in her final confrontation with Horace.
No matter how evil 'Regina may be, one
has to wince when Bergman smirks as her

husband lies near death on the stairway
above her. This one gesture badly dilutes
what cart be one of the most powerful scenes
ever written by a playwright noted for her
powerful scenes.
Much of the enjoyment of watching this
production derives from the fine technical
work done, Michael Myers' set got gasps and
applause from the audience at last Sunday
afternoon's show. It deserved it. Lavish
without being gaudy, it fulfills Hellman's
stage directions that "everything should be
the best."
The lighting design by James Gardner's
complements it and the actors well, especially
in the morning scene at the beginning of act
ll.
Despite flaws in Bergman's characterization of Regina, rtobody looking for a
solid evening's entertainment should miss
The Little Foxes, lt is a satisfying production
of a classic American play.

CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS UNM

Plipajoy Ball
PRESENT

You haven't really lived until
you've seen it live!

I
The Broadway Musical
SPECIAL OFFER· REMAINING SEATS
BALCONY ONLY · 'h PRICE
TO ONMSTUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 21, THURSDAY, APRIL 22 · 8:15PM
AVAILABLE NOW ONLY AT POPEJOY HALL BOX OFFICE.
HURRY! NOT MANY LEFT· HURRY!·
BOX OFFICE OPEN FROM 10 AM DAILY

Telephope 277-3121

j

I.

I
I
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Another
Great Offer From
.

PIITH'Uil

·PliTT

..~·-·· .. Putt·Putt Goll U .Gam"® ..~"7'

J

Sports

SUPERLEARNING

-----------------------~--~

I
I
l

I

UNM Student Special!

I:

Purchase $5.00 worth of
1
Putt-Putt Golf & Games Tokens
I
1 and receive 20 tokens absolutely FREE!
1

I

limit one coupon per person oer dav,

I

L ---- __Co~r::'!!.:.X~i~!~~~-----;.... __ J

J

9801 Lomas NE296·4242 5100 San Mateo NEB81·9866

New Hoop Signee
Can He Help UNM?

•;t

Do you remember how many new
basketball recruits have been signed
by the University of New Mexico
coac))ing staff? The hint is - you
can count them on one hand and
they could only m~ke up 40 percent
of a basketball team.

,.-'-

Ed Muehsam

ACCOUNTING MAJORS:

Len Loughran (middle] shoots through the defense in Sunday's loss to the Desert Lacrosse club in
Flagstaff.

YOU CAN'T PULL AN

UNM Lacrosse Club to Host Tournament

CPA EXAM
Notfor a 19V2 hour test
on an entire accounting
cuntculum.
Preparation Is crucial. It
must be organized,
comprehensive and efficient.
PERSON/WOLINSKY has st'lown over 30,000 accounting
majors how to get the poinls they need to pass the biggest test o!
their lives.
FOR IMMEDIATE ANSWERS TO ALL VOUR QUESTIONS, CALL:

(212) 895-5899

(516) 473-6200

Outside New Vork call 1-800-645-5460

~...., CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR CAREER PlANNING BOOKLETS:
711):0 • You and ltle CPA Exam: AGuide lor AccounHng Major>
• Allemote Pathways to o Professional Career In Accounting

PERSON/WOLINSKY CPA REVIEW COURSES
4 ROOSEVELT AVE .. BOX E • PORT JEFFERSON STA.. N.Y. 11776

b\OJP
. ~. . . .

The New Mexico Lacrosse Club from Colorado Springs, Colorado,
will host the third annual New the Western States Lacrosse Club
Mexico Lacrosse Classic this from Colorado and the New
weekend on Johnson field.The Mexico Tech Lacrosse Club from
games will begin Saturday morning Socorro.
at 9 a.m. and will resume on
New Mexico is 3-2 on the year
Sunday morning.
and has been competing. since the
Four other teams from the south- beginning of the spring semester.
west will be participating in the
At a lacrosse competion last
tourney. The squads include: weekend in Flagstaff, Arizona, the
Northern Arizona University from Lobos beat Arizona State in a 10-8
Flagstaff, Arizona, Air Force Prep. squeaker. Later they were beaten by

the Desert Lacrosse Club. Steve
Hartenhoff was the high scorer for
the New Mexico squad, notching up
seven goals in two games.
A celebration is planned after the
Saturday night game to honor all of
the teams competing in the two-day
event. It will be an informal get
together and local and out-of-town
fans ate invited. The details will be
printed in the program that will be
availiable at the tournament.

Intramurals and Fiestas: A Nice Weekend Combi'IUltion

Our alumni can be !ound in fJIIery major CPA firm.

tennis, softball, flag football and a Gym and entrees are due today.
The contest is marked for Saturday.
flea market.
Billiard tourney entrees are due
The entrees for the co-ree frisbee
competition are due today in Rm. today at the managers meeting in
#230 in Johnson Gym and the Rm. 154, at 4 p.m .. Monday is the
meeting is set for room #154, in starting day.
Johnson Gym, at 4:00 p.m .. The
The Seventh Annual Tennis
Doubles Spring Classic will be held
action is set for Saturday.
With Fiestas beginning today, the
The Fiesta Softball tournament April 23, 24 and 25, at the east
activities are numerous and in.clude will be Saturday and the entrees are tennis courts. It is open to students,
frisbee, putt putt golf, billiards, also due today. The meeting will be faculty, staff and the general public
Friday in Rm. 230 in Johrtson Gym, and entries are due today at noon in
at 4 p.m .. It is for men's and the intramural office. Awards will
women's teams.
be given to the top four teams.
The Putt Putt doubles entries are
The Second Artnual Intramural
due today in Rm. 230 in Johnson Flea Market will be held Saturday
Gym, and the meeting is set for from 8:30 a.m. to 2 p.m., in the
today. Action begins next Wed- parking lot directly south of
nesday.
Johnson Gym. It is sponsored by
A meeting for the men's and the UNM "Getaway :Program."
women's flag football tourney is set Everyone is welcome to buy or sell
for Friday in room 154 of Johnson their items.
The UNM Intramural Department has a number of activities
planned for this weekend to get the
approaching finals cntnch off
students' minds, and the activities
should be fun for non-students as
well.

Once Again

~.~Sidewalk

Sale

Saturday, April 24
9 to 5:30
Get Ready For Your Summer Picture Taking
Polycontrast RGII 8X1 0 250sh N Paper
Reg. $92.70 Now $62.70
35mm & 120mm Film: Up to 25°/o OFF
Other B & W Paper: Up to 25°/o OFF
All Tripods Are On Sale!
Video: Panasonic AC/DC B & W TV: $59.95
Technicolor 1f4" Video Deck: $6.95
Limited Quantities, Prices Good on Store Stock Only

Only At:
Free Spring Camera Check
By F-Stop Photography Repair
Get Your Shutter Speeds
Checked Fqr Summer Photos

Last time at this price.
Be ready for finals!

STUDENTS ONLY $75

h(IJP
~~lbg•OP"on '~ v~
• '"''

Think things are tough?
Even Republicans are saying,

Dockery played two years with
Henderson County Junior College
in Athens, Texas. He averaged 17
points a game, while leading his
team to a third place finish in the
nationals. He was named to the
honorable mention all-tournament
team and selected to the first team
all-juco by the Basketball Times.
Dockery's coming means that
Brad Evangelho gets moved to the
shooting guard spot, where. a host
of other Lobos hang their hats. It
also means that we may have to
watch the 'LOllO · "big" meri get .friends .(they grew up together in
clobbered on the boards again next Louisville) and Niles has told him
that he' signed, so we are hoping
year.
that will get him here," Colson
There is someone in the winds continued. "The feelings are
that can help them however and positive that he will pick us."
New Mexico State has signed six
that man is George Scott. Scott is 68 and very physical, a chamcteristic athletes already, including two blue
that none of the present Lobos chippers. Aggie mentor Weldon

265-3562

·Seamo!l has been leaning towards
NMSU and Drew has offered him a
scholarship.
Colson lost out on the two in- ·
state players that he had been after,
last week. Sandia's Rich Strong and
Eldorado's Karl Willock have
signed with Colorado State and
Texas, respectively.

We have opportunities at each level for teachers
Interested in providing our students a rich and
meaningful educational experience. The specific
requirements:
• Elementary Regular.
• E;lement~;~ry Bilingual: We are seeking bilingual
Spanish-speaking teachers whose background
and training qualify them to teach Hispanic
students.
• Secondary Bilingual: Openings for qualified bilingual teachers to teach hispanic students in
grades 7-12. Subjects include Mathematics, English, English as a second language, Agricultural
Science, Industrial Arts. Physical & Life Sciences.
• Secondary Non-Bilingual: Subjects include
Mathematics, English. English as a Second Language, Agricultural Science, Industrial Arts, Physical and Life Sciences.
• Special E;ducalion: Aphasia, Orthopedically
handicapped. Severely handicapped, Speech &
Language, Educationally handicapped and Visually handicapped.
If you are qualified and interested In a challenging
assignment in Southern California ...

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

April 29, 1982
To arrange your interview
contact your Placement Office
Equal Opportunity Employer

Russians to 'Pit'

2929 Monte Vista NE

Albuquerque

Los Angeles is the
only place to teach.

"Niles was rated as one of the
top guards in the. junior college
ranks," Colson said of the 5-foot11 inch poin~guard. ''We need him
to rest Phil (Smith) and in case Phil
gels hurt or something."

,

Where can I go If I want information on veierart services?
Veterlm Services Office, Mesa Vista
Hall 21221 x 3514.

888-4411

have. Scott will aeciae where be is can keep the state championship in
going on Friday. Colson joins the Las Cruces for years to come.
whole state in prayer that Scott will
Drew may also top Colson and
chooseUNM.
staff in another regard and that is
"Well, Niles and George are signing a New Mexico product.
Drew may have another team that Albuquerque High's Milton

Well the answer is two, as of
yesterday, when Head Coach Gary
Colson announced the signing of
Niles Dockery. Tim "13 carrot"
Garrett >igned last week on the
national signing day. The two were
high on Colson's list of recruits but
the number is nowhere near the
number of blue chip athletes that
other schools are signing.

The Russian National Gymnastics team will be in Albuquerque
for an exhibition performance to
raise scholarshiJ) money for both
UNM gymnastics teams. It will
start at 7 p.m. at UniversitY Arena
and wiU feature Olga Mistapartova,
Kurt Thomas and Lobo Steve
Jennings.
The Russians, who have won the
Olympics since 1952, will bring its
1981 World Champion men and
women's teams. Mistapanova, who
won the '81' world championships,
will join Alia Misnik, Svetlana
Mursunenko and Tatyana K:im on
the team that is preparing for the
01 ympics in 1984.
The Soviet men's team won the
World title in 1979 and 1981 and
Were the 1980 Olympic champions.
K:urt Thomas, who many claim
to be the best American gymnast
ever, will also perform. Thomas is a
three-time World champ and
coaches a man who many say will
be Thomas' heir-a parent. His nallle
is Mitch Gaylord and he will also be
perfotming.
Jim Harturtg, who is the reigning
NCAA J)arallel bars artd Rings
champ is also on the card. Lobo
Steve Jennings will be making his
final
hometown
appeareance.
Jennings was a four-time allamerican and 2-time Pommell
Horse Champ. '

CALL

Register Now!

0 •'

Steve King
Lobo Sports Editor

ALL-NIGHTER FOR THE

YOU'VE HEARD ABOUT IT-NOW IT'S HERE

JOHNSON FIELD

1989.

n

FOOD- DANCINGART DISPL/lYS- FUN

•
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Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
1. Personals
"FIRST St:AI.'': COACH Mark upologiles for
t·hewing his team out, but he still requests all
rnembcn 'how up Sunday at I pm in preparation fpr
the tournament.
4122
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traceplion, sterilization, abonion. Right to Choose.
294cOJ 71.
tfn
PIIEGNANCY TESTING & COUNSEUNG. Phone
Z47·98l9.
tfn
fONTACTS·I'OLISIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Opticnl Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
HOMERUN IIITH:R: YOU'.Rt: an anirnall!l. 4/22
WE IIOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frumcs. Orocnwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rlmlm. $54.50 (regular $65.001. Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Meonul N.E., ucross from Lallclles.
tfn
ONI.Y $2.35. TWO farm· fresh eggs, two homemade
chemical free sausage patties, two slices of toast, free
green chili. Open 7 a.m. MoruingOioryCafe. Corner
tfn
ofOirard, Central arid Monte Vista 268·7040.
SS IIUYS III::ST TIP of the week. Dally Lobo will pay
$S for the be" nc-vs tip we receive every week.
Sources cun remain confidential, but Editor must
have your name to pay winner. 277·~656, ask for
Newsroom.
tfn
CIIINESE IIUFH:T•.CHEAP! All you can eat.
Lunch $3.45, Supper $4.50, Sunday Brunch $3.45,
tfn
Jao-Jao's I' lace, ~000 Central Ave. SE.
I'ASSI'OilT I'JIOTOS. I,OWt~'iT prices! Plca$nnt
pictures! 123 Wellesley SE corner Sliver. Please call
first. 265·1323.
tfn
I'APt;RIIACKS, MAGAZINES, Rt:CORDS
C'n.seues, half price always at Half Price Uooks
Central nt University.
4/28
PtA YIIOY Pt;NTIIOUSE PI.A YGIRL Oui 09 cents
wuh Student 10. Hulf .Price nooks, Records,
Magatincs. Central at University.
4/28
t'AT IS A ferliirlilt issue, Groups formir1g now. Call
281·1795.
5/10
wonK STUOY QUAI.JtU:IJ person for accounting
and office work irr business office of the Daily Lobo.
Apply in person 8·5, M·F. Ask for Maryann.
tfn
llt:<'ORDS FROM $3,98 oow on sale ttt UNM
nuok~tore.
4/30
llOOKSTORE SA U: NOW in progress. Restocked
dally at UNMIIoakstore.
4/30
l't:RSONALIZ~:n
IIIORYTHMS.
YOUR
emotional, physical. in!ellectual cycles hand charted
1n
color, 12 months only, S6.9~. Send
chccklntoncyordcr with birthday to Life-sine
lltorythmics, 192511 Juan Tabo, N253•L, Alb., N.M.
RH12.
5110
IIOOKSTORE SAU: NOW in progre.•s, Restocked
dailya!.UNM llookstore.
4/30
l'f.RSONALIZJ-;U
BIORVTIIMS.
YOUR
emotional, physical, irtlellcctual cycles hand charted
in color, 12 months, only S6.9.S. Send
cheek/moneyorder with birthday to Life-sine
Biorythmics, 19258 Juan Tabo, #253·L, Alb., N.M.
87112.
S/10

2. Lost & Found
SJOO Rt:WARD t'OR rclUrn of Pit Bull puppy male,
4 and a half months, 25 lbs. Black and gold brindle,
uncut cars. Lost 4·6·82. 888-47.SIJ after 5:30. No
questions.
4/26
LOST: HOWELL SKATEBOARD. $10 Reward.
266-5269.
4128

ACcfNG 340 Tt:XTIIOQK.. Please return to Rm.
131 Marron Haii ..No questions asked.
tfn
I,OST: GOI.D TIMEX watch on Johnson Field,
Please call277-2268.
4/28
LOST IIROWN CANV.AS wallet with velcro closure.
If found, call Miles, 243·7019.
4123
LOSTWATCII I!. ATNeds last Wed,4/14, Reward
for boll! Selke wlt.h black band, Sybil, 277·3782.
4123
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. daily,
tfn

3. Services

deposit, Fully furnished-security locks and laundry
facilities, No children or pets. Please call before 6:00
ir.the evening, 266·8392.
tfn
NICE ONE DR 2 block.s from UNM w/g, Paid $175
with 6mo. lease. After 6:00p.m. 26~·3839.
4/22
llEAtJTIFUI, TWO OR Three ):red room house, I and
one half baths, fenced yard, fireplace, garage, car•
port: ncar UNM; $395,00: 255·4006 or 345·5979.
4/23
t'OR LE,\SE 675 sq. f!. office space across from
UNM call l.arry or Dorothy 265·9542 or evenings
881-3974.
tfn
FOR RENT: 116 Cornell S,t;, 2 bdrm. I bath l1o1m.
CAll Larry or Dorothy. 265·9542 or evenings 881.·
3~~
tfu
IJALt' BLOCK UNM furnishec! one bedroom twin o~
double $235 includes utilities. Varsity House 268·
0525.
5/2
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY Apartment $120; I
bedroom, $150. Swimming Pool, beautiful view of
golf course, Close to UNM and TYI, 1313 Wellesley
S.E. 256·7748.
5/10
HALF BI.OCK UNM four bedroom fu.rnbhed hoUse
S4so 26S·<m5.
6/3
Nt:ED ROOMMATE SUMMER semester $UO.OO
Dan or Max 242·4536.
4/23
ROOMMATE WANTED FOR su111111er and. fall.
Reasonable rent, quiet neighborhood. Call Claire at
255·4439, mornings at277·42l I,
4127
IIOUSEMATE WA.NTEU NON·SMOKER share
311D house wl!h 2·GRD students, 140/mo plus
utilities. Available end May, tennis across street, near
UNM. 255-5175,25$-4996, 277·6437,
5/10
FOR SUMMER: EFFICIENCY, 2 Blocks from
UNM. $125/mo., utilities paid. Fully furnished.
Available May 15 to August 10. Cali2(;6.6Y29. 4130

1975 JEEP CIIEIIOKEE, great condition. Comes
with mags, regular rims and AC, $2200. 277·5585 or
leave message 277·2806, Catherine, fQO!ll 213. 4/22
1915 KZ-900, EXCEI,LEN'J' CONmT!ON, 3$,000
miles, Gress. 242·4531.
4127
FOR SALE, Sl}ZUKI TclOO, 3000 original•miles,
298·3018.
4127
llANJO • 5 STRING Contessa, $120 or best offer.
265·29$6. King size water bed. Solid oak
frame/bookcase head board, $250. 265·2956.
4/27
WOMEN'S 19" SCIJW!NN varsity, newly rebuilt,
$1 oo. 843-7234..
4/23
1970 V.W STATION Wagon rebuilt eng .. new Pl\int,
am·fm, $1100. 255·1\323.
4/23
COMPI.ETE PIJOTO JOl}~NALISM package,
Ni~on F.2 with motor drive. Nlkkor, Vlvitar lenses to
600mrn, wobe. $5,000 valtJe at $2,500. Cash. 268·
5339, Leave messa~e for Lynn.
4/22
1965 l'RIUMPH T~·4: rebuilt engine, new interior,
soft top and tonneau ~over. Good condition. $2000
plus. 298-4909. .
4/28.
GREAT USED ALTO saxophone. Valued at $350.
Make b.est offer. Gall Robert, .277·2592.
4n,8
SIMMONS CRID, $(;(),Playpen, 510, after $pm,14:Z.
6553.
4/28

6. Employment
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lorna.• NE, 5516
Menaul NE.
tfn
OVERSEAS, IIOUSTON, DALLAS! $2(),000 to
$50,()00 possible, for job infortnation call: 602·998·
0426. Dept. 0924, open Sundays.
4129
JOB SEARCHING TECIINIQUF.S. 4-hour classes,
SIS, 265·7551.
tfn
JOB SEARCIUNG? TRY Job Opportunity Bel·
terment Services, 265·755 I.
tfn
CROSSROADS MOTEL, 1001 Central NE. Needs a
night deskderk, 242-2757.
4/22
WANTED: PART TIME Secretary for small
Metaphysical Book Publishing Company. Hour~
Oexlble. Payment part cash, part trade units al Local
Barter Company. Call Skip at 293·1508 mornings
before9:45 p.m. (no smokcrsl),
4!26
EARN $20 • $30 RAISING funds for ACORN this
Saturday. Call247·9792 from 9:00· 3:00.
4126
EARN UP TO $500 or more each year beginning
Sept,. for 1·3 yrs. Set your own hours. Monthly
pament for placing posters on campus. Bonus based
on results. Prizes awarded as well. 8()().526-0883.
4/27

rate ;!.~ /{ etlonc/o)

2 Slices of chMze pizza &
1 of your favorHe topping•

ACROSS
1 Twists
6 Door fastener
10 Stub
14 Cut short
15 B.C.'s neighbor
16 Pleasant
17 Jockey
18 Plaintiff
19 Records
20 Snafus
22 Figure of
speech
24 Burn
26Ladles
27 Nervous
31 Youngster
32 Fruits
33 Lea
35 Proffer
38 Identical
39 Fabricate
40 Run
41 Prlorto
42 Strong point
43 Saturate
44 On behalf of
45 Forebear
47 Decreases
51 Pungent
52 Robson or

Ad ~\1fMJIN!\'
4

P
Wf..ltT
ARMY·NAVY GOODS

504 YALE SE

Rainier
54 Destoned
58 Gaelic
59 Bikini parts
61 Soiled
62 Pismires
63 Aegean Isle
64 Overact
65 Slumber
66 Windups
67 Restrain

THE CATS

M.EOJ/1

ID•5:JO/IDII-F/II

IO•f SAT

FRIDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

DOWN
1 Ardent
2 Rose's love
3 Staffs
4 Harassment
5 Paved areas
60wns
7 Styptic
27 Projection
8 Horse
28 Phobia
9 Divisible
29 Gold fabric
10 Terse
30 Lariat
11 Recess
34Circum·
12 Thespian
stance
13 Toothed
35 Fight
wheels
36 ~facto
21 Calendar
37 Elk's kin
abbr.
39 Feasible
23 " ... peas,, in
40 Make up for

__

25 Allude

I
I

I
good for IPday onlr
I
PIZZA CITY
I
L----1E.!!~~Ii,!!; ____l
1.56
Beer & Wine, Sun. too.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

it

( Helll'Pl'll BioiOf!,!/ rmci.Jott malislll al

1
1
I
1
I

J/D# C£NTR11L, 5£

Ple::iSe place tM following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Da1/y Lobo
times(s) beginning
, under the heading (circle
one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found: 3. Services; 4. Housing; 5. For
Sale; 6. Eniployment; 7. Travel; 8. M1scell::tneous

Marron Hall,

I·---------------.\
PIZZA SPECIAL!
I

.Z5S·IJJ30

New Mexico Daily Lobo

11 ( per word per day tor five or more consecutive days

tfn
SAY YOUR NOTICES here.
UNM BALLIIOOM DANCE Cl~b's spring formal,
8:00-11:00, April 30th. Live llallrwm band and
refreshments provided. Info. 865·7554, 881-3087,
247·1943.
4/30
V.ISIT THE ASA Gallery SW regional photo show ·
through April23. Hours 11·4, M·F.
41:23

SP/1/N,-!UMMER CLOTHES 1 SHORTS

ON CAMPUS

17( per word, $1.00 minimum charge

9. Las Noticias

S£CDIIDHNID CLOTHES
NEW 6 USED
fw. WIJM£11, ItAIM 4 CHILDIIEN

TilE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
dowmown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efflcierrcy, from S220. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen wiih dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets, 1520 University NE. 243-2494. t(n
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
':'·E., Sl90/mo., all utilities paid, $125 security

NE • 277·5743

IMPORTED CIGARETISAVAILABLE behind the
counter at the Mercado,
4/27
BALLOONS! IIALLOONSI HA V.E Bubbles the
Clown deliver a helium bal9on bouquet for spe~ial
occasion. Jlirthdays, anniv~rsaries, new baby and
special days. 29~·04b7.
5/10

~

4. Housing

256-1121
256-0000

8. Miscellaneous

PART·TIME ~OB afternoo11s and evenings. Must be

5. For Sale

UNM Photo
Cine/Service

RIDERS J<OR COLIJMBUS, Ohio; !nc!ianapolis,
Indiana; l-ouis, Missouri. l.Cl\Vins between May 29th
and May 22nd. Call 865·7367 after 9:30 prn for
c!riving and gas sharing.
4/30
WHITEWATER RAFTING, PILAR, May 18, 20,
•l7.: $25 per person, Whiterock Canyon, Jun~ 13: $40.
Wlldwater Rafting Experiences, 266.:9?;!1.
5110
VISIT OUR NEWLYopenec! beautiful intersection at
Central and Universi(y and save cash at Half Price
!looks, Records and Magazines.
4/28
DRIVER NEEDED TO drive 1981. Datsun picJ<..op
with aiNonditioniog. tape deck, camper. Must be
delivered to east coast by May 12th or 13th. Also need
driver to drive back same in mid-August, 242-7228,
tfn

21 years old, Apply in person, no phone calls please.

GUITAR LI\SSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Gui!ar Center, 143 Harvard S.E,
265-3315.
tfn
TYPING-PROFt;SSIONAL QUALITY pronto at
Kinko/Pronto; TLC ~t no extra charge, We will edit.
KIP, 23 J2 Central SE, across Central from Popejoy FOR SA I.E: ALFALFJ\, $3.00 per bale first, second,
tlnll.
tfn and third cuttings, Will deliver Within a 10 mile radius
for $3.50 per bale. Call873·0372.
4/30
A·1 TYPISTS.TERM papers, resumes 299·8970.
4/30 .ARCIIITECTURAL RECORD SIAM Journal Prog
GARJ)ENt:RS··START EASY With Tim's tilling. Arch scientific mags, 99 cents with student IP, Half
4/28
Rototilling, nranurc, clean· up, 268·6510,
4/30 Price Books. Central at Unlv.
QUALITY TYPING. LOMAS /Tramway area. 85 LIKE SELLING MY sou II But must sell. Fischer RC.
cents/page, 299·1355.
4/28 4 Downhill racing skls, 223cm, Italian national team
QA TYPING SERV..ICE: a complete typing and stock, never drilled for bindings .. Call 242-4688 at'ter 6
tfn
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, f!ledical, pm.
scholastic, charts and tables. 345-2125,
4127 DF.SPERATEI FORCED TO seli.-Niki:in SOOmm
1YPING-}'AST, ACCURATE, reasonable. Cassette mirror, f8, Brand new, Used once, Includes 4 filters
Transcription. 247-2583.
SIS and leather case. $325. Call242-4688 after6 pm. tfn
TEN DOU,ARS··RESUMES ten dollars. BERTIN C-35 64CM red 1980 model best .offer over
4/23
tfn $400.00. 265·5490 evenings.
Professional Company. 265·7551.
TYPING, 111M SELECTRIC, 268·7002.
4/22 MOTORCYCLE 1979 KAWASAKI250dirt·street65
mpg $925 2~5-2016. Dave.
4/23
WORJ) PROCESSING STUDENT rates, leuer
perfect, fast, inexpensive. Albuqu~rque Resume YAMAHA 500 EXCELLENT school transportation
· 4/27
Service 256-7(i()8,
4/23 l!i75 asking$750.00 Art 242'0824.
TYPIST, TERM PAPERS 299·1240,
4/30 FOR SALE: DIAMOND wedding set, diamond
ring,lndianjewelery, beads. 897·0039. 4/26
i4 flOUR TVPING, term papers, thesis, dinner
manuscripts, 881·0628 Jean, after6:oo prn.
5/12 t'ORSAI.E: !liEW backpacks, Ients. 897.Q039, 4126
1977 SUZUKI <JS750 22000 Ml $1300 O.B.O. 242·
TUTORING 10.1 ANU 102 English. Paper editing 3079.
'
aod revising. Call Mcl.can 247·9083.
4/23
PROJ'ESSIONAL TYPING SERV.ICE reasonable
4122
rates 888·3109.
!liEED TYPING DONE? Call V.irginia day or
evenings at 296·3096,
4/30
PROFt:SSIONAL t:DJTING. TERM papers, theses,
dissertations--all subjects. Cal Linda: 281•1795.
5/10
PROFESSIONAL TYPING BV English Mal editor.
Vast experience with disserations, papers. Editing
7129
available, 2(;6.9~50.
GOING IIOME FOR summer? Need to store per·
sonal effects? We have complete. "self·secured
stora·se" and HlJetin·s Van Line Moving" serVIces
available. Low cost, easy access. Call June, 881·2666,
8am·Spm.
4/28

Photo Supplies
Photo Flnlehlng
Discount Prices

7. Travel

42 Water basin

43 Mocked
44 Very best
46 Head cover
47 Oaub
48 Singer lena
49 Corrodes
50 Lorelei
53 Ointment
55 Hurry
56 D!minutive
suffix
57 Color expert
60 Trouble call

